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and Out of 
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EARLY YEARS SESSIONS FOR 2-5 YEARS 

1) MH Music and Movement 
Instrument led sessions with lots of  singing, dancing, playing instruments and use of  puppets. A magical musical 
experience with skilled musicians. The EYFS principles are immersed throughout all lesson plans. Instruments 
and props: Percussion, guitar, ukulele, puppets, lycra, parachute and piano.
Length of  session: 45mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s) 
Max number in group: 30 
Weekly Sessions: £45

2) MH Music Appreciation 
Children explore notation through musical games, dance, singing, resources and instruments. 
A robust programme of  music making will awaken and build on their sensory development. 
Instrumental learning is introduced including percussion, guitar, ukulele, and piano if  available. 
Resources such as percussive instruments, puppets and ribbons bring lessons to life.
Length of  session: 45mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s) 
Max number in group: 30 
Weekly Sessions: £45

PRIMARY SCHOOL SESSIONS 

3) MH Whole School Singing Assembly
A perfect start to the day for the whole of  KS1 and/or KS2 to enjoy a big sing along with one of  our highly 
skilled vocal leaders. Sessions warm up the voices, explore basic vocal technique and vocal games. Children learn 
uplifting and fun pieces with lots of  actions and multiple vocals parts. Children will explore varying repertoire 
and styles, create arrangements, mash up songs, sing rounds and sing together with their peers and teachers.
Physical, communicative and extremely exciting, this is a must for any school assembly!
Instruments: Voice, percussion, guitar and ukulele
Length of  session: 60mins (KS1 30mins / KS2 30mins) 
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s) 
Max number in group: Whole school 
Key stage: KS1, KS2 
Weekly Sessions:  £50

4) MH Singing Appreciation
Exploring music through singing with a focus on Kodaly principles and developing early musical skills. Creative 
experiences with instruments, storytelling, puppets and colourful resources. An introduction to music 
terminology and exploring rhythm and beat through movement and sound making will be explored. Performances 
of  children’s own compositions take place and the opportunity to develop over the weeks, or as a one off. 
An ideal prerequisite to learning an instrument. Sessions follow school themes or bespoke topics. 
Children’s ideas are encouraged too! 
Instruments: Voice, percussion, guitar and ukulele
Length of  session: 45mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s) 
Max number in group: 30 
Key stage: KS1 
Weekly Sessions: £45



5) MH Choir
Children will work with a professional vocal leader and explore vocal technique, breathing and performance. 
Children with learn fun pieces with lots of  actions and multiple vocals parts and harmonies. Children will 
explore varying repertoire and styles, create arrangements, mash up songs, sing rounds and sing together with 
their peers and solo. 
Instruments: Percussion, guitar and gkulele
Length of  session: 60mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s) 
Max number in group: 30 
Key stage: KS1, KS2 or both 
Weekly Sessions: £50

6) MH Group Instrumental Tuition 
Children are taught a range of  instruments including strings, percussion, piano and ukulele. 
Our skilled music tutors immerse singing, theory, posture and music appreciation within all classes. 
Performances and/or mini recitals are a highlight, and appraisals are given each term. 
If  schools can provide instruments we can provide teachers in any instrument.
Instruments: Guitar, violin, ukulele, djembe, piano/keyboard and recorder.
Length of  session: 60mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 10   
Key stage: KS2 
Weekly Sessions: £50

7) MH Instrumental Extravaganza! 
All children try an instrument over a whole term. Selected children then form an instrumental club. Weekly 
lessons are given throughout the academic year. An out of  school club can be established with enthusiastic 
musicians participating each week. Instrumental clubs will retain an ethos of  achievement with open 
performances or working towards an exam. 
Instruments: Guitar, Piano, Violin, Recorder, Ukulele 
Length of  session: 60mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: All of  KS2
Weekly Sessions: £50

8) MH Recorder and Ukulele  
Whole class sessions in recorder or ukulele, or both together. Pupils cover basic chord shapes and notation 
learning through musical games and resources. Partner sharing of  ukuleles allows children to aquire and confirm 
new instrumental skills. Mini-performances are given to each other throughout the term. 
Instruments: Recorder (30) and ukuleles (15)
Length of  session: 60mins 
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 30
Weekly Sessions: £50



SECONDARY SCHOOL SESSIONS

All secondary sessions can be adapted for Key Stage 2 if  required. 

9) MH Drum and Guitar Sessions
Creative, energetic and expressive sessions exploring rhythm games, chord patterns and composition. 
Guitar - Acoustic, electric, bass guitars and ukulele’s will be used in the guitar sessions. 
Drums - djembe’s, full drum kit, tambour, cajon, percussion and beat boxing will be used in the drum sessions.
Students will work with professional musicians/tutors and explore technique and performance, learn current and 
classic repertoire and perform together. Great for all players from complete beginners to advanced.
Length of  session: 60mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 15 
Weekly Sessions: £50 

10) MH Ukulele and Singing
Energetic and interactive sessions! Students learn how to play the ukulele and enjoy composition and singing 
favourite songs with their instrument. Chord shapes and progressions are taught, with strumming and correct 
notation. Vocal warm ups, technique and singing all form part of  learning great repertoire 
for this versatile instrument. Prepare for a performance for friends and family. 
Instruments / Equipment: Ukuleles, microphones, PA system
Length of  session: 60mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 15 
Weekly Sessions: £50 

11) MH Vocal  
Learn current and classic songs, and create own compositions. Professional preparation for performance includes 
warm ups, technique, styles, singing together and learning harmonies. Students will perform in front of  their 
peers, self-evaluate and learn what it takes to perform on a professional stage. This important aspect of  vocal 
study gives students an insight into the pitfalls and thrills of  live performance. 
Instruments / Equipment: Microphones, PA system, stage, guitar and piano if  available 
Length of  session: 60mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 30 
Weekly Sessions: £50 

12) MH Body Percussion, Beat Boxing, Rapping and Vocalisation 
A fantastic opportunity to explore sound making through body percussion, vocals, beat boxing and movement. 
Develop different techniques to create arrangements and compositions, write lyrics and explore rapping and street 
rhymes. Look at contemporary and well-known repertoire, and compose own arrangements and pieces. 
Perform to specially chosen backing tracks. All the skills taught will be combined to produce an 
energetic, high calibre performance at the end of  the term or academic year. 
Instruments / Equipment: Microphones, PA system, stage and a variety of  instruments 
Length of  session: 60mins
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 30 
Weekly Sessions: £50 



SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS SESSIONS  

Specialist tutors support musical learning and celebration for children with specific additional needs. Children we have 
worked with include those with autism, dyslexia, dyspraxia, hearing loss, ADD/ADHD, global developmental delay, and 
severe motor disabilities. Our music tutors work creatively, tuning into the individual responses of  each child. Together 
responses are nurtured in musically interactive ways. Specific groups (such as profoundly deaf  and severely autistic children) 
have developed remarkable responses to sessions, also evidenced in a home environment. Techniques are varied and most 
include a range of  instruments tuned and untuned, and responding to different instrumental sounds. Together children 
enjoy musical games, singing, sound making and moving. They experience turn taking, playing solo and are supported in 
musical communication through sensory and physical aids. These are similar to lessons for mainstream children with the 
skills of  each tutor adapting to facilitate each child’s needs. Above all, we draw out a child’s musical preferences, ability to 
enjoy and participate in all musical activities. Creative responses are developed in composition with instruments, sound 
making, moving and dancing. A flexible template helps the supporting team and families to understand the aims behind 
these energetic and sensitive sessions. 

13) MH Instrumental Composition 
Exciting and interactive sessions for children aged 3-11. Pupils will explore instruments, musical 
resources, and participate fully in playing and singing. The sessions includes compositional play and learning 
about musical outcomes including pitch, tempo and rhythm, all encompassed by different musical styles. 
Length of  session: 60 mins 
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 15 children. Can be smaller groups or One to One
Weekly sessions: £55 

14) MH Musical Storytelling 
Sessions for children aged 3-11 to explore musical ideas through poems and stories. Children will experience the 
story through the use of  songs, musical resources and instruments. The sessions develop and support children in 
their exploration and interpretation of  musical activities and themes. 
Length of  session: 60 mins 
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 15 children. Can be smaller groups or One to One
Weekly Sessions: £55 

15) MH Creative Music Technology 
Interactive sessions for young people from 11 - 25 years. They study composition and improvisation through 
soundscapes and music technology. Young people will explore appropriate musical resources, instruments and 
music technology. Equipment includes i-pads and recording tools to create soundscapes that can be 
performed. The aim of  these sessions is to share ideas, arrangements and composition and to perform their 
compositions based on the themes discussed. 
Length of  session: 60 mins 
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 15 children. Can be smaller groups or One to One
Weekly Sessions: £55 

16) MH Musical Storytelling with Music Technology 
Lively storytelling sessions for young people from 11 - 25 years. Composition and improvising with music is the 
main focus, with new skills taught in creating soundscapes and developing story themes using music. Young 
people will create an original story together, based on a chosen theme. Songs, musical resources, instruments will 
be combined with music technology including ipads and recording. 
Length of  session: 60 mins 
Number of  tutors: 1 + classroom teacher(s)
Max number in group: 15 children. Can be smaller groups or One to One
Weekly Sessions: £55 


